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'Deep Cycle' Intelligence DELIVERABLES

Ultrascan HUMINT operations code name 'Deep Cycle' continues to reveal specific objectives
of Al Qaeda, ISIS and its affiliates.
1) strategy
2) execution framework
3) long-term target focus
4) short-term hit list
5) modus operandi regarding operations
6) communications regarding activities
7) movements within the region
8) hideouts
9) agents
10) financing sources
11) infiltration methods within the Public sector
12) Assessment of suspected supporters within organizations/ agencies
13) disruption activity capabilities (limited to local activities)
14) strategy alignment with cross-border affiliates
15) leadership focus assessment
For any other ISIS and Al Qaeda special projects in Africa, South Asia, and Central Asia countries
additional charges apply to specific HUMINT on request, case by case.
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[11:38, 13/10/2022] TOP SECRET @Ultrascan-research.com:
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inside Ansarullah in Tajikistan Afghanistan: Report from sources October 13, 2022

Mehdi Arsalan/Arslani killed by terror team of Tajikistan
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[08:16, 10/09/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:
Meeting foreign fighters - Sheikh Abu Darda in Hossein Khel
Description of the new detailed report regarding the organization of a public meeting among foreign
fighters under the responsibility of Sheikh Abu Darda in the village of Hossein Khel in the old city of
Baghlan province.
Date: October 9, 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
Last Friday, October 7, 2022, more than 50 foreign fighters, including officers, Omri, Badri, Mansouri,
and special units, commanders, group leaders, and their key people, at around 10:00 a.m. on the
above date, at Ahmed Daoud's house located in Hossein Khel village, The old city of Baghlan will
organize a meeting, which will focus on three issues.
1_ Because the local people used to think that these people were carrying Afghans from other
provinces, now they have realized that they are foreign fighters, the people of Hossein Khel, the
people around the intelligence department, the people around the central silo of Pul Khumri in
Baghlan province, the title of the province and all the organs are petitioned. They have made it
official that foreigners will be a big headache for them in the future.
2- Due to the remaining foreigners finding their way into the Haqqani network's martyrdom parts.
3_ For obtaining the remaining foreigner's afghan ID cards.
- The intelligence department of Baghlan province imprisoned some people for complaining about
the presence of foreign fighters and they have guaranteed that they will not have any complaints
about foreign fighters after this, they release these people after obtaining a guarantee and have
forced a number of them to move and have given their houses to foreign fighters, The Intelligence
Directorate of Baghlan Province has told all the people of Hossein Khel village that if anyone
complains or disturbs foreign fighters, they will be imprisoned and forced to leave.
-Their meeting was conducted under the direct responsibility of Sheikh Abu Darda, They have been
assured by the Baghlan Intelligence Directorate that there will be no disturbance from the local
people, which has been welcomed by foreign fighters.
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Women's mosque chapter in Hossein Khel
The information obtained from colleagues indicates:
Date: October 9, 2022
_ Foreign fighters in Baghlan province have established a women's mosque chapter in the village of
Hossein Khel in the old city of Baghlan province.
_ This mosque is under the responsibility of Bibi Azadeh, the mother of Jarat Uyghur.
_ In this mosque, young women, old and young, are taught in religious sections, the ruling of Jihad,
the place of emigration in Islam, women's rights, religious books, self-defense, hijab, etc. Colleagues
add that this school is supposed to train a section of general public women who have not yet applied
to the public.
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20 foreign fighters - Shamsullah camp in Jarem district
The information obtained from operational sources indicates:
Date: October 9, 2022
Today, October 9, 2022, as a result of the meeting of Haji Farqan with Qari Fasihuddin, a number of
20 foreign fighters have recently arrived from Baghlan province, including the Shamsullah camp in
Jarem district, These fighters, under the responsibility of Qari Abid, are supposed to be recruited
based on the tazkira, but before being recruited, they will start their military training programs in
different departments in the new week.
Also, 3 professors with foreign experience, all three of whom are Uyghur nationals, are going to start
their military training program in different departments in the Third Omari military Sect at the
beginning of the new week.
With Fasihuddin going to Badakhshan, foreign fighters are supposed to be attracted to Badakhshan
again.
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all foreign fighters from the Uruz and Mohammad Agha districts of Logar province to
Badakhshan and Baghlan
Explanation of the report about the deportation of all foreign fighters from the Uruz and
Mohammad Agha districts of Logar province to Badakhshan and Baghlan provinces.
Date: October 9, 2022
_ It is supposed that within a month, the number of 180 foreign fighters who lived in single and
family military camps, during this time they received military training, and secretly coordinated with
the Haqqani network from Uruz districts, and Mohammad Agheh Logar will be expelled and go to
the provinces of Badakhshan and Baghlan.
At the moment, there are currently 180 foreign fighters in Logar province.
_ Why and for what purpose foreign fighters move to the mentioned two provinces is known
because of the insecurity of northern Afghanistan and the neighboring countries of Afghanistan.
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Haji Farqan's secret meeting with Qari Fasihuddin
Description of the report about Haji Farqan's secret meeting with Qari Fasihuddin today around 10
o'clock on October 9, 2022, in Qalatak, Baharak district, Badakhshan province.
Date: October 9, 2022
Haji Forqan, the leader of East Turkestan, had a secret meeting with Qari Fasihuddin in Qalatak of
Baharak district today around 10:00 AM on October 9, 2022. Our sources add that the main focus of
their meeting was the return of 50% of Baghlan foreign fighters and 50% of Logar foreign fighters to
Badakhshan province.
The foreign fighters are supposed to come to Badakhshan again, they will be given a citizenship
certificate, and then they will be absorbed in the Badakhshan Sect, the Badakhshan Loa Pash,
Kandak Shamsullah Jurmi, Qalatak, Omri's piece, special force piece.
_ The process of distributing afghan ID 🪪 for foreign fighters in Badakhshan province continues.
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POI [08:46, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:
Sadiq Uyghury - Qari Fasihuddin - Mawolawi Amanuddin

colleagues' notes indicate:
The latest picture shows Sadiq Uyghury, who is in charge of coordinating foreign fighters, with Qari
Fasihuddin and Mawolawi Amanuddin, who is at the Kabul military airport, and they have returned
to Kabul after a few days' trips to Badakhshan. During the few days of the trip of the two Taliban
officials to Badakhshan, Sadiq Uyghury was side by side with them and Haji Forqan and other foreign
fighters are coordinating and organizing the northern part of the country.
Colleagues add that Sadiq Uyghury also has a family, and a mansion is supposed to be built for him in
Kabul, and an independent report will be presented after the documentary on the mansion. His
contact number is 072REDACTED
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[14:20, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:

x7

Audio tape of Qari Zaid who wants to buy weapons:
Qari Zaid, the general financial officer of foreign fighters, is supposed to purchase and transfer a
large number of weapons including 400 rifles, 200 M4, and heavy weapons to Faizabad and Baharak
districts of Badakhshan province through communication people and arms commissioners.
_ Following the recent developments and events in Badakhshan province, according to our
colleagues, a large number of foreign fighters who were living in Baghlan province are going to be
resettled in Badakhshan province again.
The seven audio tapes of Qari Zaid, the general financial officer of foreign fighters, who is one of the
commission agents of arms and drug traffickers in Badakhshan province, chatting with Haji Abdul
Qadim to give information about the nature of rifles and their prices.
According to our colleagues, foreign fighters are going to buy a large number of weapons and
ammunition, especially M4, rifles, and heavy weapons in the provinces of Baghlan, Takhar, Kunduz,
and Badakhshan.
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[14:25, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:

The Different Commanders in Badakhshan
Explanation of the new report regarding the differences between Mullah Hafez, the commander of
the Badakhshan Taliban military sect, Mawolawi Mehboob, the head of the Arkan, Qari Abdul
Rahman, the commander of the Badakhshan infantry brigade, Zabih Pish, the commander of the
Mansouri unit, and Qari Javed, the commander of the special unit of the Taliban province of
Badakhshan.
Date: September 29, 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
_ In the last few days, due to the security threats created in Badakhshan Province, the leadership of
the local government of the Taliban has also disappeared in Badakhshan, As a result of the deep
differences between Mullah Hafez, the commander of the military sect of Badakhshan, and
Mawolawi Mehboob, the head of the Arkan, Mawolawi Mehboob disobeys the orders of Mullah
Hafez and does not go to duty, There are deep differences between Zabih Pesh commander of the
Mansouri Lashkar military unit, and Qari Javed, the commander of the special unit, who accuse each
other for spying to resistance front and Asian countries. Qari Javaid does not accept the duty under
any circumstances, using the biometric controversy as an excuse.
_ Qari Abdurrahman, who suffered a severe wound in his left leg a few days ago in a battle with the
National Resistance Front, accuses Mullah Hafez of sitting in the office and not going to duty.
_ In these few days, when the security situation has slowly settled in favor of the members of the
National Resistance Front, the differences have intensified due to each other's obstinacy and nonfulfillment of their duties.
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[14:59, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:

Hafez Abdulaziz Haqqani, the deputy of Khalifa Siraj Haqqani
Explanation of the report about Hafez Abdulaziz Haqqani, the deputy of Khalifa Siraj Haqqani, at the
head of a high-level hit on September 28, 2022, left for Badakhshan province.
Date: September 29, 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
On Wednesday, September 28, 2022, Hafez Abdul Aziz Haqqani, who was previously the head of the
special units of the Taliban Ministry of Internal Affairs and is currently the deputy of Khalifa
Sirajuddin Haqqani, entered Badakhshan province at the head of a high-ranking hit.
- According to our sources, these high-profile hits of the Taliban government went to Badakhshan on
several destinations.
1- On the side of suffocating and displeasing Mawolawi Amanuddin, who was disrespected for the
second time three days ago by the Kandahari pilot.
2- The second is due to the deterioration of the security situation in the 11th district of Badakhshan
province.
3- The Taliban leadership is concerned about the formation of resistance and the standing of the
Resistance Front soldiers in several districts of Badakhshan, as well as the concern about several
disgruntled Badakhshan Taliban commanders who have joined the National Resistance Front.
4. Fourth, to relocate foreign fighters from Baghlan, Kunduz, and Takhar provinces in Badakhshan
again, Sirajuddin Haqqani, the Taliban's Minister of Internal Affairs, has proposed the relocation of
more foreign fighters to Badakhshan province to prevent the threats against the local government of
the Taliban in Badakhshan. The leadership of the Taliban is worried about the current situation in
Badakhshan so that the districts of Badakhshan province do not fall into the hands of the National
Resistance Front.
The leadership of the Kabul Taliban is deeply dissatisfied with the bad security situation in
Badakhshan province, and they do not see the danger of the collapse of Badakhshan districts.
_ They are supposed to stay in Badakhshan for ten days and meet with the leaders of foreign fighters
as well.
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[15:00, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:

Leadership of East Turkestan to Badakhshan Province
Description of the report about the trip of Haji Fargan, the leader of East Turkestan, and several
members of the leadership of East Turkestan to Badakhshan Province.
Date: September 29, 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
On Tuesday, September 27, 2022, Haji Forqan, the leader of East Turkestan, Abu Talha, the logistics
manager of East Turkestan, Qari Siraj, the intelligence manager of East Turkestan, and Commander
Abbas, one of the members of the leadership of East Turkestan, has left for Badakhshan province by
the order of the leader of the Haqqani network and the coordination of Qari Fasihuddin.
Our source adds that these peoples meet with the Governor of Badakhshan Province, Badakhshan
Security Commanders, Military Division Commanders, and Badakhshan Military Brigade
Commanders on Tuesday, and then on Wednesday, September 28, they left for Baharak District,
Badakhshan Province, and arrived in the previous 01 section of National Security They live in
Baharak district of Badakhshan, which is the central base of foreign fighters.
Our source adds that it is likely that following the escalation of the war in Badakhshan, terrorists and
foreign fighters have been requested to use their past experiences from Badakhshan lands to
recreate the laser and sniper team in Badakhshan.
Our source adds that Mawolawi Ibrahim, the head of Jamaat Ansarullah, Tajikistan, who is currently
in Kunduz province, is going to Badakhshan, and Mehdi Arslani, who is currently living in Baharak,
Badakhshan, will be sent to Darvazha and Ragh districts.
- In addition, Hafez Abdulaziz Haqani is supposed to meet secretly with Haji Forqan and plan the next
programs that they created.
- Report from sources October 13 2022 Mehdi Arsalan/Arslani killed by terror team of Tajikistan -
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[15:24, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:

The trip of Sheikh Abu Darda
Description of the report about the trip of Sheikh Abu Darda, one of the founders of the East
Turkestan network, Abdulhaq Turkistani, the head of the Al-Qaeda network in the north of the
country, to Kabul, during their meeting with Siraj Haqqani, who promised jihadi schools within a year
from the Haqqani network in coordination with foreign fighters in Northern and northeastern
provinces of the country will be created.
Date: September 30, 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
_ Siraj Haqqani, the leader of the Haqqani network last Thursday, night dated: September 29, 2022,
on Wazir Akbar Khan road 11, in the house of Haji Afzal, which is one of the meeting mansions of
Siraj Haqqani, with Shiekh Abu Darda, one of the founders of the Eastern Turkestan Network, and
Abdulhaq Turkistani The head of Al-Qaeda network in the north of the country had a meeting, In
their meeting, they talked about strengthening and sending more foreign fighters to northern
Afghanistan, what the world wants, and how the Taliban should adapt their strategic plans and
programs to foreign fighters. Our colleagues add that the main focus of their meeting was the
creation of Jihadi schools, Jihadi schools are going to be established in the northern and
northeastern provinces of the country within a few months, These jihadi schools are in complete
coordination with foreign fighters, including members of the Al-Qaeda network, East Turkestan,
Jamaat Ansarullah, and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan, and in the departments of combat,
technical and technical support of combat weapons, all kinds of martyrdom departments, technical
departments of IED explosives, etc. in this Jihadi schools will be taught and teaches, And all the
professors of these jihadi schools are going to be foreign fighters, The Jihadist schools program is
supposed to start in November of this year.
Mawolawi Abdul Shokut Kamiyab, who used to be a member of the Taliban, currently has a religious
school in Kabul, The head of the Jihadi School in Badakhshan has been appointed. He is based in the
Yamgan district of Badakhshan province.
_According to our reliable information, a significant amount of foreign fighters are going to enter
Afghanistan from Pakistan in the next few days, and an independent report will be presented.
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[15:33, 9/30/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:

Haqqani network, Al-Qaeda, ISIS, Jamaat Ansarullah, Tehreek-e-Islami Uzbekistan, and East
Turkestan movement
The information obtained from our reliable and operative sources indicates:
Date: September 30, 2022
_ The martyrdom and suicide pits of the Haqqani network and foreign fighters include a part of ISIS,
which currently has three branches of ISIS active in Afghanistan, each of which is related to
organizations and intelligence departments of foreign countries. Al-Qaeda, ISIS, Jamaat Ansarullah,
Tehreek-e-Islami Uzbekistan, and East Turkestan movement, in direct coordination with the Haqqani
network, carry out all plans, programs, and suicide and explosive attacks all over Afghanistan,
especially against the oppressed Hazara people of the Shia religion, In the propaganda department
of Hizb ut-Tahrir Afghanistan, the pledge of allegiance has been made with the Haqqani network and
foreign fighters, they are moving forward in coordination and cooperation.
Based on the findings of our intelligence sources that have just now been made available to me, it
shows that the deadly explosive attack on the Kaj educational center around 7:00 am on September
30, 2022, in Dasht Barchi area of Kabul province, where the young men and women of the respected
Hazara tribe were, was a plan This attack was carried out by foreign fighters and the Haqqani
network in Logar province.
The colleague adds that based on the operational plan of the Haqqani network, including ISIS,
coordinated with other foreign networks, an operational plan including the implementation of
suicide and explosive attacks for a year in Hazara, Shia religious areas, educational places, schools,
mosques, etc., has been made, which must be implemented. According to our colleagues, the
explosive attack on the pine training course located in Dasht Barchi was one of those that was
successfully carried out by the above-mentioned circles.
Suicide and explosive attacks against the Shiite people of Afghanistan will continue.
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[08:21, 10/06/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:
Mullah Hafez, Haji Forqan travel
The information obtained from colleagues indicates:
Date: October 8, 2022
On Thursday, October 6, 2022, at around 4:00 p.m., Mullah Hafez, the commander of the third Omar
sect, together with Haji Forqan, the leader of East Turkestan, left from Badakshan for Karan and
Manjan district with four vehicles. The source adds that the purpose of their trip was based on three
axes.
1- Due to the way of drug smuggling from Garm Cheshma to Chitral, Pakistan, through Karan and
Manjan, according to colleagues, Haji Furqan is supposed to arrange a large section of drugs with
Mullah Hafiz and Haji Forqan to Pakistan.
2- For creating a support pond in Skazar village, the center of the mentioned district.
3- The third case of controlling and investigating the security situation of the district, sending 5
foreign fighters from the laser unit to the district center.
- Mullah Hafez and Haji Forqan are supposed to spend 3 days in that district, and check the border of
Nuristan, the border of Pakistan, Kotel Anjuman, and the route of the Anjuman.
- According to a colleague: the leadership of the Taliban in Badakhshan above Imamuddin Nizami,
the security commanders of that district have suspected that he is cooperating with the resistance
front, and he is cooperating with the Sharif commanders of Anjuman, one of the Mujahideen of the
Afghan People's National Resistance Front.
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[15:12, 10/08/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:
A mix of 185 foreign fighters arrive in Afghanistan
The dispatch of 185 foreign fighters, including Uyghur and Kazakhs from East Turkestan, Tajiks
from Jamaat Ansarullah, Uzbeks from Tehreek-e-Islami Uzbekistan, mixed from different countries
from ISIS and Al-Qaeda members through Chaman district of Pakistan has entered Afghanistan.
Date: 8 October 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
On Sunday, October 2, 2022, the number of foreign fighters was 185, including 50 Uyghurs and
Qazaqs, members of Eastern Turkestan. There are 30 from the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan. 35
of Jamaat Ansarullah of Tajikistan. 40 al-Qaeda fighters from different countries. And 30 are from
the radical foreign branch of ISIS.
On Sunday, October 2, 2022, the above persons first left for Kandahar province through the Chaman
of Pakistan, then they were sent to Kabul by the Haqqani network's contact persons in black glass
cars, and for now, they are on the 11th road of Wazir Akbar Khan in the guest houses of the Haqqani
network they live, The above-mentioned number of foreign fighters are supposed to be sent to the
provinces of Logar, Baghlan, and Badakhshan by the technical team of the Haqqani network after
necessity.
According to our sources, these foreign fighters left for two months from the Arab countries, Turkey,
Iraq, and Syria. They traveled to Pakistan's Waziristan, then after the coordination by the Haqqani
network on the other side of the border, which has a communication representative, they entered
Afghanistan through Chaman.
_ These people are among the professional terrorists in different sectors who have also served in
Iraq and Syria.
_ It is worth mentioning that for foreign terrorists in the north of the country, including a branch of
ISIS, 95% of all their plans and programs are carried out in coordination and cooperation.
A section of these people is also supposed to be included in the Haqqani network's martyrdom units
and train the members of the units in different sections.
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POI [22:19, 10/09/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:
Sheikh Abu Mazmal

This person is Sheikh Abu Mazmal, a citizen of Uzbekistan and an active member of the Islamic
Movement of Uzbekistan, He is married and lives in the central Silo of Pul Khumri city, Baghlan
Province. He has a wife, 5 sons, and one daughter. Contact number is 077REDACTED
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Qari Akrama

This person's name is Qari Akrama, he is a citizen of Uyghur and a member of East Turkestan, The
named person is single and lives in the Band Do area in the village of Hossein Khel in the old town of
Baghlan Province. He is also a member of the Omri military section of Baghlan province and teaches
in the IED explosives department. His contact number is 076REDACTED
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Bilal

This person's name is Bilal, he is a citizen of Tajikistan and he is an active member of Jamaat
Ansarullah. He is currently described as a member of the intelligence of foreign fighters in the village
of Hossein Khel in the old city of Baghlan province. His contact number is 076REDACTED
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Qari Omar

This person's name is Qari Omar, he is a citizen of Uyghur and a member of East Turkestan, he is
currently living in the Ghafran house family around Faiz Abad airport, Qari Omar works as a teacher
and commentator in the third Omar Sect of Badakhshan. His contact number is 074REDACTED
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Sheikh Hanzala

This person's name is Sheikh Hanzala, he is also a citizen of Uyghur and a member of East Turkestan,
he is a member of the intelligence of foreign fighters. He is on duty in the previous Kandak 01 of the
National Security, he has a wife, 3 daughters, and 1 son. His contact number is 074REDACTED
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Qari Abu Obeidah

This person's name is Qari Abu Obeidah, he is a citizen of Uyghur and an active member of East
Turkestan, he has been on duty as an officer in the Umari military unit of Badakhshan Province and
also gives military training in the demining department, he is single. His contact number is
070REDACTED
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Abdullah

This person's name is Abdullah, he is a citizen of Uzbekistan and a member of the Islamic Movement
of Uzbekistan. Abdullah lives in the military base of National Solidarity located in the Baharak district
of Badakhshan province. He is described as a member of foreign intelligence in the district. His
contact number is 070REDACTED
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Qari Sajid
Irfan

Each of these two people: the first person who wears a military peaked cap is Qari Sajid, he is a
citizen of Uyghur and a member of East Turkestan, and he is assigned to the Omri unit of
Badakhshan. His contact number is 077REDACTED
The second person wearing a Kandahari hat is called Irfan, he is also a citizen of Uyghur and a
member of East Turkestan, Both of them are on duty in Omari military Badakhshan, and they are
training in the weapons sections. His contact number is 070REDACTED
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Qari Abid

This person's name is Qari Abid, he is a citizen of Uyghur and an active member of East Turkestan, he
is said to be a member of the intelligence at Faiz Abad Airfield, Badakhshan Province, along with
Commander Farooq.
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Maulvi Yunus Al-Muhajar

This person is Maulvi Yunus Al-Muhajar, he is a citizen of Uyghur and an active member of the AlQaeda network, he was a member of Al-Qaeda intelligence in Badakhshan Province and he lives near
Faizabad Airport, the central base of Al-Qaeda in Badakhshan. His contact number is 077REDACTED
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Qari Ayub

This person's name is Qari Ayub, he is a citizen of Uzbekistan, a member of the Al-Qaeda network,
and a member of the intelligence department of the Al-Qaeda network at the level of Badakhshan
province. his contact number is 072REDACTED
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[23:08, 10/09/2022] @Ultrascan-research.com:
Purchase weapons & munitions
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X4

More than 200 rifles
, 250 Kalashnikovs, 200 M4, and 300 M16, M40, and M49 through the open market in
Badakhshan Province:
Date: September 8, 2022
According to the report of colleagues, it indicates:
_ It is supposed that one of the foreign fighters named Jurat, a Uighur citizen and an active member
at the leadership level of East Turkestan, as well as Qari Zaid's deputy in the arms procurement
department, will divide the number of arms and ammunition into the following categories:
_ 200 rifle barrels.
_ 250 miles Kalashnikov.
_ 200 miles m4.
_ 300 miles m16, m40, M49.
from the free market
_ A cz rifle for 70 thousand afghanis.
_ A first Russian Kalashnikov for the price of 100,000 Afghanis.
_ An M4 rifle with a camera at the price of 250,000 Afghanis.
_ One m16 weapon from each, at the price of 120,000 Afghanis.
One of the local merchants of Yaftal district and also one of the drug and weapons smugglers in
Badakhshan province buys from Gholam Nasser in Azad market, which is an example of some
pictures of weapons and four audio tapes related to Jurat Uyghur drug that were bought and their
prices, as well as the nature of the weapons through the voice message. This is while the foreign
fighters have bought almost 40% of the remaining weapons and depots in one year.
Lost in translation
* some of the content comes directly from sources that use automatic translations, which can lead
to incomprehensible English sentences.
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NOTES!
Haji Forqan
Mulah Omar
Mullah Hibatullah
Colonel Halimov
Bagram airforce base
Haji Forqan
* for months, It was rumored that Haji Forqan was killed and replaced by a mirror image. Resolved Photo's of Haji Forqan. in Pul-e-Khumri, Baghlan, taken on date: 28_4_2022
Mullah Omar
* Mullah Omar died before 2003 and was replaced by a creative narrative.
Mullah Hibatullah
* It seems the figurehead Mullah Hibatullah is part of a similar narrative.
Colonel Gulmurod Halimov
* Fabricated for narrative - former commander of the Special Forces of Tajikistan, joined the Islamic
State (IS) in Syria, in May 2015. Halimov had a significant following inside Tajikistan as well as Russia.
Even though he has been reported killed several times, the Tajik authorities rejected those reports.
Halimov’s name remained on the UN Security Council’s sanctions list. Starting with a fictional visit to
Kabul on August 25, 2021, the intelligence department of the Haqqani Taliban and ISI fabricated
reports of Halimov’s meetings in Afghanistan with high-ranking Taliban and leaders of ISIS. On
Saturday, August 27 2022 his remains were released.
Bagram airforce base
* Some time after Kabul's fall, fuel and lubrication is delivered at Bagram airport to over one hundred
"contractors" who are serviced by a group of 300 third-tier workers from India. In part protected by
Badri forces from the Haqqani network. While another part of the airport is protected by fighters
from the Quetta Council.

Lost in translation
* some of the content comes directly from sources that use automatic translations, which can
lead to incomprehensible English sentences.
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FIX THIS
The enemy appears driven and motivated by something other than ideology or funding. Every one of
these events (could have) occurred as a result of a failure of imagination. The job is not to predict
tomorrow based on yesterday. That's what academics do. The task is to prevent the end of
tomorrow by using your brains and your imagination. If you don't identify and find the threat before
it's too late, you might be held responsible for the single largest intelligence fumble since a flight
instruction school in Florida failed to grasp the significance of a 19-year-old Al-Qaeda terrorist saying
he didn't need to learn how to land.

Some paid advice
Ultimately, one can find them all to be a human failures.
But suppose you believe that wars and insurgencies resulted from intelligence failures, or even
worse, a lack of strategy. In that case, consider yourself lucky because nobody will tell you their
actual military strategy and intelligence policies for you only to have an opinion. No, you are at the
receiving end of a successful strategy and intelligence narrative.

A context of intelligence operations
Since 2007 the intelligence services prepared for a significant shift in real US geo-policy, military
power, and intelligence.
--An essential part of that shift, leaving war zones and decreasing its military presence in partner
countries, occurs. It is explicitly cutting off Iran, Pakistan, and Israel. Allocated financial DoD
resources show that what remains are substantial special operations (US-SOCOM) [..] a prioritized
global monitor function. [..]
---

Why HUMINT
Why do we need secret agents? Isn't it all rather quaint?
Is it that we see a different, more frightening world than you do?
Our enemies are no longer nations and do not exist on a map but are non-state actors and unknown
individuals. Look around you, who do you fear? Can you see a face, a uniform, a flag? No.
Yet, before breakfast in their pajamas, they can do more damage from their laptops than an
intelligence agent can during a year in the field. Online organized crime doesn't know law and order,
has a Wild West mentality, and is lawless to the core. Anarchy.
While transparency became fashionable in the West, the world is not more transparent now. Today
it's more opaque, in the shadows, and that's where we do battle. So, before you declare that
irrelevant, ask yourselves, how safe do you feel?
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